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CTS Introductory Project Template

This template can be used by a teacher/student to assist in planning for an introductory project course 
from the CTS program of studies. 
 

An introductory CTS project course must connect with a minimum of two successfully completed CTS 

courses, one of which must be at the introductory level and be in the same occupational area as the 

project course. The other CTS course(s) can be either at the same level or at the intermediate level from 

any occupational area. 

 

A project course cannot be connected to other project courses or practicum courses. 

Student Name: Video Project Student ID Number (optional):  

Click and type student ID number. 

Teacher Name:  

Mary-Lou Stacey 

Start Date:  

11-02-2012 

End Date: 

30-06-2012 

Project Course Code:  

FOD 1910:  Introductory Foods  Project  

Project Course Title:  

Wedding Cake Recipe Book 

CTS course connections and the year the credits were or will be awarded. Expand the table below, as 

needed. 

CTS courses that the project 
course connects with 

(minimum 2) 

When the credits were or will 

be awarded? 

Occupational Area(s) 

 

FOD 1010:  Food Basics  Awarded January 2012 (First 

Semester)  

Foods 

FOD 1020 Contemporary Baking June 2012 Foods 

 

What are the details of this project? 

Students will compile a recipe booklet for a variety of wedding cakes.  

 

What are the attitudes, skills and knowledge that will be enhanced and extended by completing this project? 

Students will: 

• research recipes for at least five cakes suitable for wedding cakes, including a white, chocolate, spice 

and ethnic cake recipe.   

• prepare the cakes. 

• evaluate the recipes and make notes on suggestions and possible adjustments to the recipes. 

• compile a recipe booklet with notes and recommendations. 

• appreciate the variety of recipes available for wedding cakes. 

 

What are the safety concerns for this project? 

Basic kitchen safety as covered in pre-requisite course FOD 1010: Food Basics. 

 

What will be needed to accomplish this project (e.g., tools, materials, money, people, time)? 

• Access to recipes in books and/or on online websites that are credible.  

• Access to a kitchen with equipment to prepare cakes.  

• Groceries for recipe ingredients.  

• Time for peer evaluation.  
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Connected courses 

(minimum of two CTS courses are 

required) 

Outcomes being linked 

(minimum of one outcome from each CTS course is required) 

FOD 1010: Foods Basics  4.0 Demonstrate knowledge and skills in the planning, preparing and 

evaluating of basic food recipes.  

FOD 1020:  Contemporary Baking 3.0 Demonstrate correct preparation methods for the production of a 

variety of baked goods. 

 

What will be accomplished by linking these outcomes in this project? 

Students will extend and enhance the scope of these outcomes by focusing specifically on a variety of wedding 

cakes.  

Why were these courses and key outcomes chosen? 

The first outcome linked to the project is about basic food recipes and the students will extend this learning by 

focusing specifically on wedding cake recipes and adding their own recommendations to the recipe.  

The second outcome linked to the project is about preparation methods for baked goods.  The students will 

extend their basic skills by focusing specifically on preparation methods for a variety of cakes.  This experience 

will broaden their skills and knowledge related to cakes and give them an appreciation for the variety of recipes 

available for wedding cakes.


